
What are the perks in being a PERC (Production Equipment Rental Company) in 
Lebanon?

Lebanon is still positioned comfortably in the television commercial industry as a 
hub for innovative production, and while credit for this innovation often goes to 
Lebanon's plethora of production houses, little credit goes into the engines that  
make the TVC and film industry run in Lebanon - the Production Equipment Rental  
Companies (PERC). Communicate Levant takes at look at how these companies 
have operated amid an historical sea of obstacles, managing to carve out a stellar  
international reputation for themselves in the process, and what the future holds as  
the TVC industry continues to take a big hit economically.

By Jackson Allers

BEIRUT - Imagine you're flying through the air over the Mediterranean sea in a 
Lebanese coast guard helicopter, and in a quick jerk, you're hanging mere meters  
above a huge Turkish electricity ship steaming towards the Lebanese coast for a 
northern harbor that will be its mooring point for the next three years. 

In this case you're part of a film crew hired by the Lebanese government to shoot a  
scene as part of an ad campaign about "new electricity" solutions for the country;  
it's a shot the producers must get right because the budget is tight and the chance 
for another day of shooting is nil.

It's an adrenaline-filled ride that features one of the most advanced high speed 
Hollywood-worthy digital camera bodies (*camera name withheld by the source of  
the story), an Angenieux Optimo zoom lens, a specially designed camera rig inside 
the helicopter to stabilize the shot, and a technical team of camera operators and 
hired pilots that together form the nucleus of a "money" shot of this kind.

The government wants people to know about the high-tech nature of the electricity  
ships that are part of a $370 million 3-year deal with a Turkish energy provider to  
help supply electricity to a country who's electrical infrastructure was ravaged 
during the 1975-1990 civil war.

The Lebanese government has entrusted the ad spot to a production company, and  
when the ad is finished and the commercial airs on television or on the internet - the  
glory will be there's as will the accolades in any number of industry TVC awards 
ceremonies.

Behind the industry's "money" shots, beyond the public view, and Vimeo channels 
set up by production companies to showcase these money shots, are the 
companies in Lebanon that make such flights of cinematic wizardry possible: a 
handful of multimillion dollar production equipment rental companies (PERCs) that  
have for more than 2 decades served the film and commercial industries with their  
cameras, lenses, lighting, dollies, cranes, film trucks, generators, and technical  
crews.



They are the material cogs that empower Lebanon's production companies to  
realize their creative visions for the TVC market, and they are the companies that  
have taken the biggest risks to make Lebanon's commercial and film production 
industry competitive internationally. But Lebanon's 3 principal PERCs -Gamma 
Engineering, Platform Studios and Final Cut studios - rarely make the headlines.
"You have more specialized motion picture film equipment here in Lebanon than 
anywhere else in the region, and that's thanks to the rental houses," says Rafic 
Tamba, founder of the production company VIP Films and the president of the 
Association of Lebanese Commercial Producers - the ALCP - which is attempting to 
regulate the TVC industry.

"We're doing something brave as production companies trying to push the 
envelopes creatively," Michel Harb, owner and general manager of Black Rhino 
production company told Communicate, "But the production rental houses are 
taking much bigger risks because of their capital investments, and because they've 
chosen to keep us competitive within the global (TVC) industry - something we've 
demanded of them and something they've kept up with and have often surpassed in  
terms of what is available to us as filmmakers."

But will Lebanon's PERCs always be able to provide state-of-the-industry 
equipment to the country's production companies and foreign clientele? Or is the 
future of Lebanon's PERCs in question given the slowdown in local TVC production 
here? 

Considering the answers to these questions, its necessary to understand the 
resilience of Lebanon's PERCs and their 20-year evolution in a country fraught with 
considerable political instability and economic uncertainty.

THE PLAYERS

"We started as a dealer for transistor lighting 30-years ago. In fact, the first step I  
took in this industry was selling FM transmitters and installing equipment for TV 
studios – in the early 1990's for LBC, for Future, and for Murr TV," explains Joseph 
Al Kadamani, the founder and general manager of Lebanon's oldest PERC - 
Gamma Engineering SARL.”

Kadamani was a pioneer in the TV industry, and his company controlled the lighting 
sales and installation for Lebanon's fledgling post-civil war TV studio system. It was 
a lucrative business for Kadamani. With no competition at the time, his company 
was a virtual monopoly, and stocked the largest quantity of HMI studio lighting in 
the country – if not the entire region. 

But the same laws that killed Lebanon's thriving pirate FM radio stations in the early  
90's through an establishing of new transmission rules - also put an end to the first  
post civil war TV stations, which forced Kadamani to consider a new business 
model.

According to Kadamani, Gamma was left with hundreds of thousands of dollars of  



(TV) lighting equipment with no prospects of selling it. “I had a friend at the time 
who asked me why I wasn't renting the lights? I told him that it wasn't my business, 
or my job. But he told me there was a need - that there were no rental houses in  
Lebanon with this  (HMI lighting) equipment. So I started renting,” Kadamani said.

Having founded VIP Films in 1972, ALCP president Tamba says rental houses 
weren't really a thing in the early 1990's. “We (VIP Films) were among the two 
major production houses that existed at that time, and so we were obliged to have 
our own camera equipment and other motion picture equipment to do our jobs.

But we couldn't cope with all of the changes in the industry, and simply couldn't  
keep putting our capital towards equipment, and maintenance. Luckily, at the same 
time we were thinking about how to get out of owning equipment, a few investors  
decided to start rental houses,” Tamba says. 

In the early 1990's, the television commercial industry was fledgling and alongside 
Gamma, another company – Platform Studios - was entering the rental market. 

Platform founder Raffi Etyemezian began his foray into the industry in 1989, 
founding the production company Mad's Studio. Replete with sound stages, 
cameras and a post-production suite, Mad's Studio proved too small to compete 
with the more established production companies at the time - VIP Films and Laser  
Films, the latter the brainchild of pioneering filmmaker and producer,  Jean-Pierre  
Sikias.

According to Platform Studio's current general manager Chant Etyemezian, his 
older brother Raffi saw a rare opportunity to get in on the ground floor by owning 
and then supplying the production companies that were his competitors with the 
production equipment they needed for their commercial and film shoots.

In tandem, Kadamani was developing deals with lighting companies like Arri and 
the legendary De Sisti Lighting company in Italy - with lines of credit of up to 
500,000 Deutsch Marks being offered by these European companies to help 
Gamma import more lights. Kadamani had developed good relationships with them 
in the 1980's when he was selling their lights to TV studios and production 
companies. Now they entrusted him to do well in the rental business.

"Mario De Sisti (*the founder of the Italian lighting company) was like my father in 
the lighting industry. He helped me a lot when I didn't have the initial capital to buy  
the lights. He took me under his wing and we did well in the rental market because 
of his kindness," Kadamani says. 

On the camera side was Platform Studios. Officially founded in 1995 with an initial  
investment of $500,000 at a time when there was little to no rental competition for  
cameras and other production equipment like dollies, and grip, it took less than a 
year for Platform to sport a clientele base big enough to justify importing the first  
Arri 16mm and 35mm film cameras to Lebanon, which he financed through "bank 
loans and from his own pocket."



And for a brief period of time the two rental houses (1996 – 1998) - Gamma and 
Platform -worked in tandem with each other. "I rented the lights. Platform the 
cameras. It was a very happy arrangement," Kadamani says before pausing. "For a 
while at least."

SCHISM AND THE BIRTH OF AN INDUSTRY

No one can pinpoint the exact moment when Gamma and Platform both decided to  
become turn-key rental houses in their own rights - offering both lighting and full  
camera services. According to sources, including Kadamani himself, Lebanese 
production companies felt their needed to be more competition in the rental  
industry, and "They spread rumours about us - to each other. Saying that each of us  
was putting down the other when in fact years later we realised neither one of us 
was saying things about the other."

The rivalry sparked a capital investment frenzy that saw Gamma investing in 
cameras and other film equipment and accessories, and Platform buying lights -  
and lots of them.

Both companies spent millions between 1996 and 2003 growing their reputations to  
serve the commercial industry. The unspoken code was - buy the equipment. Let's  
see who gives the best prices; the best service. Let's see who's better.

"Due to this…we created a market," Kadamani says, "Perhaps it wasn't so good for 
us, we each had our pies before." But he says, the prices dropped and the film and 
commercial market in the region started focusing on Lebanon.

Between these two PERCs, Gamma and Platform serviced every major film and 
television commercial shoot in Lebanon from the mid 1990's until 2005. There were 
literally hundreds of commercials shot in Lebanon during that time-period, and even 
though competition was stiff, Gamma and Platform were the only two games in 
town - that was until Final Cut Studios emerged to demand a seat at Lebanon's  
rental house table.

3rd PLAYER and Market Share

For Samer Dadanian the founder of Final Cut Studios, Lebanon's 3rd major PERC, 
starting a new rental house was no small task considering Gamma and Platform 
had spent between $17 and $19 million on buying production equipment between 
1996 and 2005.

By the mid 2000's, no less than $70 million was being spent annually on the TVC 
market in Lebanon. Gamma and Platform were having to perform for an increasing  
number of Lebanese production houses who were all fiercely competitive for those 
TVC dollars. And that is where Dadanian seized his opportunity.

"I wasn't satisfied with the quality of the service from the existing rental houses --  



and with the equipment available in the country constantly being used - with the 
wear and tear - I felt there was room for another rental house. A better rental  
house," Dadanian explains.
 
Final Cut's initial capital investment was a mere $12,000 - a digital camera and 
some lights. But it was a good time for the advertising business in Lebanon, despite  
the political turmoil, and the 2006 war with Israel, Final Cut managed to expand its  
operations quickly, securing major TVC clients through relationships Dadanian had 
established with various local production houses during his 10-plus years as a film 
and commercial director. As business grew so did Final Cut's equipment base.

And while the worldwide economic crisis slammed the United States, Europe, and 
the Gulf Arab states in 2008, slashing advertising budgets by as much as 69% in 
the UAE, Lebanon was left relatively unscathed, and the TVC industry picked up 
locally as clients locked in on Lebanon's location advantages - 14 hours of 
sunshine, the proximity to Europe, and the incredibly cheap crews and solid 
production service infrastructure that the PERCs had established over the years.

Still, representatives with all three PERCs interviewed for this article revealed, even 
with ideal conditions - a great economy, brisk TVC business, an abundance of local  
and foreign clientele, and relative security - production equipment rental businesses 
like theirs don't stand to make much on their capital investments - not more than 
10% annually.

According to Kadamani, "I'm not the kind of guy that is fond of the cash. It can't be 
cash I'm attracted to in this business because every single year you may - I stress 
may get a 5% to 7% return. Because the $100,000 you spend on equipment - the 
dollar value - what you do this year you cannot do next year for less than 
$110,000."

According to Dadanian, “My balance sheet over the last 8 years indicates in this 
industry, Final Cut's earning can yield a maximum annual return of 6% to 7% 
-maximum -based on our current investments.”

ANATOMY OF AN INDUSTRY

As far back as the late 1990's, Kadamani saw the emerging commercial advertising 
markets taking shape in the Gulf - Dubai, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait - and 
Gamma set up offices in Dubai in the early 2000's to take advantage. Both Platform 
and Gamma found themselves renting more equipment -mostly cameras- to the 
Gulf between 2005 and 2010, while Final Cut concentrated on securing the 
secondary TVC market in Lebanon.

Lebanon production companies continued to attract more clientele from Europe and 
the Gulf, while taking cues from the global TVC market -particularly from Europe. 
This translated to equipment demands from foreign DOPs and commercial directors 
coming to Lebanon to shoot TVCs.



Harb of Black Rhino says, "The way Lebanon's rental houses saw the business 
coming, and the way they consistently positioned themselves to be the first ones in 
the regional marketplace to get the latest film and lighting equipment - Lebanon's  
production houses jumped on the opportunity to bring top-notch talent into the TVC 
marketplace precisely because we had this equipment."

Tarek Sikias, the general manager for Laser Films reinforces the idea, "When the 
production companies began to focus on production versus owning equipment - we 
saw Lebanon's rental houses seamlessly attune their business strategies to our 
needs." 

Sikias says production companies needs in the mid-2000's included the best in film 
cameras and lenses, which meant more capital investments by Lebanon's rental  
houses to accommodate the marketplace. The European TVC market was by-and-
large using Arri cameras during this period, and Gamma and Platform was ahead of  
the game importing 16mm and 35mm Arri cameras (Arriflex 235s, Arriflex 435 
Xtremes, Arriflex D-21s, Arriflex ST and LT) whose bodies alone cost between 
$80,000 and $150,000 - without lenses or accessories. 

Unequivocally, all 3 PERCs say camera lens packages became their most sound 
investments because they could make their money back in 2 to 4 years. Production 
companies were quick to tout that Lebanon's rental houses had the best lenses the 
industry could offer. "The lenses are still the most expensive part of our purchase 
orders," Platform's Etyemezian says. "Each motion picture quality lens we buy can 
on the low end €20,000 and run up to €60,000 to€70,000. We have Optimo (Zoom)  
lenses from Ageniuex optics in France that cost us no less than €60,000 per piece."

Platform says it now owns a total of 150 lenses, with its pride and joy being their  
Cook 5i lens package, one of 5 in the world and worth every penny of their  
$400,000 value, according to Etyemezian.

FINANCING AND THE BOTTOM DROPS OUT

Between the mid 1990's and 2010, Gamma was spending $300,000 to $400,000 
every couple of years on lenses, with investments of no less than $3 to $4 million 
per year on camera equipment, dollies, cranes, and studio lighting during that same 
period. Platform spent no less than $10 million. And Final Cut was beginning to 
invest in hundreds of thousands on the same film cameras that were the TVC 
industry standard.

From the late 1990's until 2008, all of the PERCs in Lebanon were shooting in film 
which was an expensive process, and from a rental perspective was a money-
maker on TVC shoots. 

According to Kadamani, “Before 2006, ad clients used to take it as a given that an 
average TVC shoot could run $200,000 over one or two days. Everyone involved in 
the production process understood film had way more variables” – color correction 
of film, negative processing, telecine, online-offline work – and thus higher 



production rates were guaranteed, he says.

These large budgets streamed down to all areas of the production rental process –  
from equipment rental to the hiring of in-house film crews. But that all changed for  
Lebanon's PERCs with the rise of the Dubai and Syrian markets, and the economic 
crisis of 2008, which forced the TVC market worldwide to slim down on budgets. 

Corporate ad clients now wanted TVC's shot on digital video and not film. It was 
cheaper, and was more compatible with the digital television formats emerging 
worldwide - that was the industry decree.

“The rental industry worldwide was hit much harder by the 2008 economic crisis  
than we were in Lebanon. Our banks were in a good place. And Lebanon was still  
getting a lot of TVC business. But locally, our biggest hit as a rental company came 
because of what was happening outside of Lebanon in the TVC industry. We had to  
go through an entire new round of capital investment...for new digital cameras,”  
Chant Etyemezian explains.

Kadamani is much more explicit about the switch. “We lost our asses! Millions 
invested into film cameras that almost overnight became museum pieces.”

Only second to lenses, the PERCs primary fortune was in cameras. Gamma alone 
had amassed 25 (16mm and 35mm) film cameras worth no less than €4 million.  
And in 2009 and 2010 when the industry was phasing out film, Platform, Gamma 
and Final Cut were obliged to buy new digital cameras.

For a brief deluded moment, Gamma and Platform teamed up and spent large 
sums of money on a film lab, in order to lure some of the film market back to 
Lebanon, and so their fleet of Arri film cameras (*nearly 50 cameras between the 
two companies) wouldn't sit and collect dust. 

As Kadamani relates, "We did this in 2011. Brought a brand new lab - state of the 
art - top of the line. We spent around ￡400,000 to ￡500,000  ($650,000 - 
$700,000)- including the location. And we still have it all in its original packaging.  
Now we are both teaming up to sell it."

THE NEW REALITY

Rental houses present wildly diverging perspectives about the switch to digital  
when compared to the "business as usual" attitude of Lebanon's production 
companies. With no overhead to consider when bidding for ad clientele, production 
companies transitioned to digital almost seamlessly, offering corporate clients more 
bang for their buck. No longer would they need to deal with the expensive nature of  
handling 35mm film stock.  

Business was good for production companies between 2008 and 2012, and the 
number of production companies in Lebanon swooned to more than 50.

"I personally am not dealing with any negative effects from this new technology,"  



Tarek Sikias of Laser Films says. "It's cheaper than film. We don't have to go to a 
lab now - and get it developed or go for Telecine. Today you shoot something on 
HD and you can view the result immediately," 

He adds, "Digital is key in the TVC market and especially if you're shooting on 
location. With film, there were too many variables. With digital, you shoot and put it  
on hard disks and that makes it easier - and more efficient."

For Lebanon's PERCs, the transition to digital for was only made possible because 
the Lebanese TVC market was busy. But this new generation of production houses 
was being led by producers with prior experience dealing with Lebanon's PERCs, 
and so they pitted the rental houses against each other to create even greater  
competitive pricing for their clients. This had an averse effect on Lebanon's PERCs 
bottomline.

PERCs daily rental rates for TVC shoots between 2005 and 2013 fell by an 
average of 50%. Lebanon's PERCs used to be able to charge $10,000 per day to 
$20,000 per day for camera equipment and accessories in the era of film. Because 
it was film it was routine to have $5 million worth of equipment on the set.

"We had the right to charge," Kadamani says, adding, "With the digital switch - TVC 
shoots may have $500,000 worth of camera equipment per day on set these days-  
and so now we charge $5,000 per day for camera rental and as little as $3,000." 

HIDDEN COSTS

Slashed budgets over the last 5-years have also had serious consequences on 
Lebanon's film production crews. For each level of movie magic that a production 
company must execute in order to realize a TVC's final product, there are the grips,  
gaffers, camera assistants, technicians, E-loaders, drivers, and other support  
personnel involved in making it all happen.

Crew costs on a shoot cost half to 70% of a daily shoot budget for the PERCs. And 
the drop in TVC budgets, has also equated to less pay for crew, and more of a 
reliance on freelancers. From the early 1990's until 2005, Gamma and Platform ran 
TVC shoots with in-house crew. Now, Platform is the only one who still relies on in-
house production crews for their TVC jobs, while Gamma and Final Cut rely almost 
completely on freelance crew to handle their shoot needs.

Production companies interviewed for this article all said that the slashed budgets 
and the increased competition for TVC shoots means never turning down a job -  
which during peak seasons (Spring - Fall) has meant between 5 and 12 shoots in  
one day. Production companies contend that this has meant gaps with qualified 
freelance crew, in addition to crew fatigue and mistakes during TVC shoots. This 
they blame on the rental houses.

Tamba of the ALCP says, "It's always the same people on almost every set. So i 
don't know how the crew manage really. When do they sleep? I have no idea. But  



that makes them slower, and sometimes when there is a heavy work flow - 
inefficient on set."

From the rental house perspective, the counter-narrative is that production 
companies have done very little to change the conditions which would avoid 
double-booking on shoot days, and that more regulation is needed of production  
companies and their practices. This should also include regulating pay terms for 
film crew personnel and setting up a process to evaluate rental houses in terms of  
equipment base and services offered.

Tamba admits that the task is daunting because Lebanon cannot afford to turn 
down work - especially now because of the security situation in Syria. Tamba says 
ALCP's first move was to extend the shooting day in Lebanon from 12 to 14 hours -  
to give crew more time to focus on one job at a time. Freelancer film crews are now 
following this guideline in Lebanon, and this has helped ALCP's member 
companies. 

14 production houses are listed as ALCP members, which the association says are 
bound by certain shared goals - namely they say - to help different segments of the 
industry by "creating better communication with suppliers, crew-members and 
freelance professionals working in the field of film production." 

Ideally, this is meant to mitigate over-booking that spreads film crews to their limits,  
but this has done very little in practical terms to help out freelance film crews and 
their direct employers - the rental houses. According to Etyemezian, Platform has 
about 30 full-time employees from drivers to electricians, to grip, equipment 
operators and camera technicians. Gamma employs 30 full-time employees - half  
of which are dedicated to maintenance - the other major cost incurred for rental  
houses. 

Between Gamma, Platform and Final Cut, more than $600,000 a year is spent on 
maintaining the equipment that they rent out. And because both Gamma and 
Platform are staunchly committed to employing expert maintenance and technical  
crews, they each spend up to $25,000 per year sending their crew to technical  
schools for camera maintenance, lens care, and other technical needs related to  
on-set operations.

THE FUTURE

For better or worse, Lebanon's production rental houses are too indebted to their  
industry to "get out," but how to move forward if Lebanon is unable to guarantee 
more government assistance and security is the question being asked by all of  
Lebanon's PERCs.

Looking to the future, each of them is having to reconfigure their business models  
for doing business in Lebanon. Platform is expanding its operations in Lebanon,  
and both Gamma and Platform are pouring additional millions into their equipment  
base - Gamma having just secured a $4 million loan from Lebanon's Central Bank 



for specialised camera rigging including the high-tech Arri Russian Arm for high-
speed car scenes ($500,000), and Platform having invested more than $500,000 in  
recent months on cranes, specialised lenses and other shooting accessories.

As well, Platform and Gamma are looking to outside markets - having teamed up in 
the Jordanian TVC and film market to form, with local Jordanian stakeholders, the 
full-service production house - Slate Productions. Slate owns a sizeable amount of  
production equipment and relies on the inventory of Gamma and Platform to fill out  
any additional on-set needs. (*Slate shot Katheryn Bigelows movie "Zero Dark 
Thirty.")

And as Platform increasingly rents out gear to the Gulf TVC market, Gamma has 
unofficially moved its base of operations to Dubai because, unlike Lebanon where 
customs taxes and VATs automatically add 20% to any item being bought and 
imported to Lebanon, as Kadamani explains, "Our offices are located in Dubai's  
Free Zone, which minimises our import costs." 

"This business is a spiral taking you down - it's like a whirlpool - once you're in, you 
cannot escape the business anymore," Final Cut Studio's Samer Dadanian says - 
echoing the sentiments of all of the PERC owners in Lebanon.

Arguably, Dadanian has been the most affected by the industry downturn, and he 
told Communicate Levant, Final Cut was suspending all future capital investment.  
When asked if he had concerns over Final Cut's future, he showed little concern.  
According to Dadanian, "I think sometimes one has to pause for a certain amount of  
time even if pausing means losing some of your clients. But whenever you pause 
on your investments, I'm of the philosophy that I think it's then possible to jump to 
the next generation."

"I love this business - and while I can't speak for the others (PERCs) - I feel it's in 
my blood. I suspect its in theirs too," Dadanian adds.

Lebanon's rental house managers are stubbornly optimistic about the next  
generation and what could be possible in the TVC and film industries if Lebanon 
comes out of the other end of the regional and domestic instability with its market  
share intact. 

While this may be unrealistic for the moment, all of the Lebanese PERCs are 
digging in to do what Lebanese businesses do best – surviving the odds. 

They each expressed utopian visions of Lebanon with large Hollywood-style studios 
replete with massive sound stages, active government promotion of the TVC 
industry, and lowered custom's rates. 

And each had his own hope that a class of technical schools would emerge that  
would be aimed at teaching Lebanese youth the professional value of being gaffers,  
camera technicians, and key grips, rather than training the armies of DOP's, 
producers and directors that current litter Lebanon's TVC industry. 



(*One interesting note, several sources told Communicate Levant that Samir 
Traboulsi, the ex-manager of Independent Productions, has been raising capital to  
start a new production equipment rental house. One source said Traboulsi's 
investment is a great risk, but one that could prove successful if “he bags a few 
really big clients” and can work successfully with his brother Toufic who runs 
Independent Productions. Communicate could not confirm the rumour before print.)


